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If you know anyone who may enjoy this 
newsletter please let them know that they 
can subscribe at: 
www.KeepingChickensNewsletter.com 

  
 July 2016 

 
 
Hi 
 
Welcome to my Keeping Chickens Newsletter. 
 
Thanks to everyone who has sent in their keeping chickens tips, stories and 
photos etc. - as usual, if you have anything chicken related (tips, photos, stories, 
questions, coops etc.) you'd like to share in future issues of the newsletter or blog 
posts then just email news@self-sufficient-life.com and I will do my best to 
answer / include them.  
 
 
 
Best Wishes 
Gina 
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Subscriber Letters 
 

Jerry : As with others, I have a raccoon problem and have been fighting them for 
weeks now. 

 

First, there are several places they can get into the back shed where I keep the 
chicken feed. The chickenhouse has sheet metal siding - doors - and roof.  

They came in, got into the plastic trash barrels and ate-scattered feed all over. I 
pulled up the handles to keep the lids on. NOPE, didn't work. I pulled up the 
handles and put a rubber bunge cord that was hard to set. They took it off and 
threw it across the room. I put a 5 gal bucket half full of sand on top. It was 
sitting UPRIGHT on the ground. I put a heavy log chain on top and they jumped 
up and down on the lids and caved them in. NOW, I am getting serious. I spent 
$80 and bought THREE metal 30 gal cans with metal lids.  

NOPE. All lids off and thrown on the ground. So I drilled holes in the lids edge 
and into the cans. HA. got that fixed. I set two Harvester traps. Next day one was 
upside down and empty. BUT, THE OTHER TRAP WAS GONE. Completely 
gone. I looked and looked for that trap and finally found it 25 feet away behind 
some sheets of plywood. But, no coon. Empty. That stopped it for a couple days. 

OH NO. They went into the little garden where I have sweet corn planted that is 
starting to tassell and knocked down about a fourth of it. I put more fence around 
the sweet corn about 4 feet high. NOPE, another 25% down on the ground. Then 
I found a friend that had a coon hound tied in his back yard. He said if I feed and 
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water him I could borrow him until hunting season. I waited until the chickens 
went to bed and put the dog in the chicken pen and where he could get into the 
garden and left the shed door open so he could get into there. 

Problem solved, the dog was asleep in the pen when I went out and there were 
four dead coons close to him. I think he stacked them to show me how good he 
was. Three days now, the poor dog hasn’t had any more fun. I don’t know if I am 
going to give him back to my friend. Jerry Brandt 

 
There are apparently six different breeds of Coonhounds 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 

Ten Acres Enough 
How A Very Small Farm May Be Made To Keep A 

Very Large Family  
 

A self-sufficiency classic, in this book Edmund details 
the first 3 years of his 'back to the land' experience and 
explains honestly what worked for him and what did not. 
 

CLICK HERE FOR MORE DETAILS 
 

 

http://www.self-sufficient-life.com/tenacresenough/
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Betsy : Dear Gina, I wanted to give you an update on our little chick with the 
"displaced hip".  After a week of crate rest there seemed to be no improvement; 
she was using her wing as an outrigger for balance and could find no stability. I 
had put down cedar shake shingles on the bottom of the crate with shavings on 
top to keep away bugs but primarily to provide a non skid surface, unlike the 
plastic bottom of the crate.  My husband and I finally decided to put her out of 
her condition although she didn't seem to be in pain, but figured that there would 
be no way to keep her safe from the other hens and potential predators. We 
decided to set her on the ground and let her peck around for a last hurrah.  It 
became evident (kind of) that now it didn't seem to be her hip, but her elbow.  I 
tried some range of motion yet again at the hip and leg and felt like there was 
some instability at the elbow joint!  I hadn't felt that before (while there never 
appeared to be any swelling, perhaps there was enough that it had "splinted" the 
joint enough that I couldn't feel any instability?).   
 
We decided to try splinting her elbow joint; I put arnica gel (a natural plant anti-
inflammatory topical analgesic) on the leg and splinted it using just bent q-tips 
and vet wrap. She found a way to hobble with it!  Back to her crate with chick 
starter, watermelon, poultry vitamins and scrambled egg treats for 2 weeks with 
a couple of changed splints, graduating to cut popsicle sticks with rounded ends.  
Finally I did away with the splints because I was worried that if I was doing it 
incorrectly, I would make things worse.  Then she started squawking at me when 
I would let the other hens out.   I decided to let her into an enclosed area on the 
ground to walk around.  She was so shaky but was in heaven.  Throughout the 
day she would rest and dust herself but you could see her getting stronger.  Back 
to her crate at night with more vitamins.  Out by herself the next day, in the crate 
at night.  The 3rd day she seemed stronger still so I let her out with a few other 
hens and she became "straw boss", pecking at the others to keep away from her.   
 
It worked!   
 
Long story summary, she has been free ranging with all the other hens, young 
and old, for several days.  You wouldn't know anything had been wrong! We are 
so glad we didn't give up on her and although keeping her crated for weeks 
seemed cruel, it did the trick along with good nutrition and possibly the 
splinting.  I will keep crating her at night with her feed and vitamins to be sure 
that she doesn't reinjure herself during nightly roosting and is still able to get the 
nutrition she needs.  She has the routine down and even went into her crate by 
herself the other night.  HipHop is an amazing little bird with a strong will…  
Thank you Gina for your responses and suggestions in my plea for help!  What a 
great resource you are!  I'm sorry for the lengthy email, but wanted to share 
details in case it may help others someday.   Take good care, Betsy 
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Jacqueline : Thanks, as always for your informative newsletter.  One question: 
are apple seeds poisonous to chickens?  I give them apples daily, but have 
always taken the time to remove the seeds.  Was wondering if this is really 
necessary.  Thanks.  Jacqueline 
 

 
 
My Reply : Mine have two apple trees hanging over part of their area so they 
help themselves to plenty of fallen apples each summer - without any problems 
so far. I find a lot of pecked apples lying around so it may be that they don’t 
actually get down to and eat the seeds. Technically apple seeds are poisonous 
(cyanide is in the seeds) so your way of removing the seeds first is the safest. 
 
 
 

 

 

 
200 Eggs a Year 

 
Chicken Care Guide 

 
CLICK HERE FOR MORE DETAILS  

 
 

http://www.self-sufficient-life.com/200-eggs-chicken-care-guide/
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Chastity : I have recently lost my whole flock, to what  damage left to my coop, 
points to a bear.  It appears that he ripped the vent door off of my coop and then 
climbed into the run and helped himself.  This happened to us a couple of years 
ago, and we actually caught the bear red pawed that time.  Anyway I am so tired 
of raising chickens to feed the wildlife, what experience or advice do you have 
for adding electric to keep the bear out?  Thanks 
 
My Reply : I don’t personally have any direct experience with  
adding electric to keep out bears. On Youtube there are a few bear/electric fence 
videos. There is very little that could stop a really determined bear but electric 
fences have successfully been used as bear deterrents. This video shows how 
effective a deterrent they can be as a bear gets too close and then makes a hasty 
retreat, causing his companion to also follow. 
 

 
 
This one shows a bear that has worked out it can dig its way under this 
particular electric fence. 
 

 
 

http://www.adfg.alaska.gov/index.cfm?adfg=livingwithbears.bearfences
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eN0MyVtAqVA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_gMC11x1luA
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Predator proofing your coop can go a long way in helping but although it took a 
while, this next video shows how relatively easy it still was for a bear to break 
into what appears to be an already fairly secure coop. Luckily, it only walked 
away with a bag of food, but as it is one of 11 videos showing visits by what 
looks to be the same family of bears (even after the Fish, Wildlife and Parks 
people trapped and took one away) it does show how they do not easily give up 
once they find a food source.  
 

 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1pRi7d6peoA
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The aftermath… 

 
One subscriber Christina, who does have experience with deterring bears, 
responded in the January 15 newsletter : “This is to the owner whose rabbits and  
chickens were preyed on by the bear: 
 
There are two good solutions... 

http://www.keepingchickensnewsletter.com/Newsletter/jan15/page08.htm
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Since the bear found food when it raided your pens, it will return. Bears  
are smart and stubborn, and their whole existence centers on food. 
 

1. You can contact friends or your local hunting club and find one or two  
dedicated hunters that will fill their tag with the offending marauder. This  
may entail finding an elevated perch where they can wait to shoot the bruin  
with gun or arrow. But if bear season is over for the year in your area, you  
will suffer many more attacks before it rolls around again. If the bear is a  
sow with cubs, she will teach the cubs where this food resource is, possibly  
creating a whole generation of thieves. Neither are sows with cubs legal to  
shoot. 
 

2. You can buy a fence charger and a car battery to run it, and surround the  
whole area with electrified fencing. But this alone won't stop a hungry  
bear. It will just barge through quite a charge to steal the food. You've  
got to teach the bad bear by giving them a shock right where it hurts- in  
the mouth! Drape some bacon over the electrified wire. Once the bears gets a  
jolt of that, it will never return. I taught a bear this who was getting  
into my beehives. It works. 
 

 
 
Tony : I am a new chicken enthusiast.  I was a little hesitant at first but now find 
myself fascinated by the experience.  I've now been purchasing chicken related 
items for myself and it looks like I'm on my way to decorate my home in a 
chicken theme (crazy I know).  Anyway, I own a machine shop and have a 5 axis 
mill.  I thought we could machine a chicken from a hunk of aluminum.  What I 
need is a detailed 3D solid model of a chicken, but I have been unable to find a 
good model on my own.  I know it's crazy but would you have any suggestions? 
 
 

My Reply : Perhaps a taxidermy chicken would fit the bill of being a realistic 3D 
solid model (?) – ebay would be one place that might have them. 
 

http://www.tedswoodworkplans.net
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Elaine : I've never seen anything in any media about adding cooked brown rice 
to the feed, but I've been using it for years.  The chickens love it!  And they're 
healthy.  I just figured that there are Japanese chickens and I bet they're eating 
rice, so...  All I know is, the brown rice is the first thing to get eaten.  Just 
thought I'd pass this on. 
 
I saw the story about missing feathers.  I had a huge problem with my Orpington 
picking the feathers off my Australorp.  I finally had to rehome the Orpington.  
She was close to drawing blood, and that would have been a disaster.  Bella 
hadn't laid in a long time but once Shayne was gone, she breathed a deep sigh of 
relief and started laying again.  Anything can disrupt the laying pattern, but I saw 
for myself how stress proved to be the culprit.  (btw, the Orpington is very happy 
in her new home!) 
 

 
 

Karate Chick - Photo by David Goehring  
 
 

 

 
 

 

Guinea Fowl 
 

A Guide To Raising Guineas 
 

CLICK HERE FOR MORE DETAILS  

 

http://www.self-sufficient-life.com/guinea-fowl-2/

